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About Voluntary Arts Scotland 
Voluntary Arts Scotland was created to support the efforts of volunteers, their groups 
and paid workers to provide cultural activity in their communities through development 
work and advocacy. Voluntary Arts Scotland is part of Voluntary Arts, the development 
agency for the voluntary arts across the UK and the Republic of Ireland. Our full aim is 
“working throughout the UK and Ireland towards an empowered, participative, fulfilled 
and healthy civil society by promoting practical participation in the arts and crafts.” 
 
We cover: 

 2 million active participants estimated in the adult population of Scotland (5 
million is the population total) 

 c. 9,400 voluntary arts and crafts groups 

 18.8% of the voluntary sector (the arts, sports, culture grouping is 40% - the 
largest grouping in the voluntary sector in Scotland – but the one that attracts the 
least funding!) 

 263,400 estimated number of cultural volunteers 
 
We welcome this opportunity to support the Scottish Parliament Finance Committee to 
look at public spending in a more strategic and positive manner.  
 
“Better to maintain the fence at the top of a cliff than an ambulance at the bottom of it”.  
 
Truby King 
 
We feel that paying due consideration to the power participation in cultural activity has 
to transform people‟s lives, create strong community cohesion and contribute to the 
country‟s economy will produce a great dividend for any investment and support given 
to this area.  
 
We should invest in arts and culture because it is fundamental to what we are as human 
beings. The creativity that lies at the heart and soul of all communities reaps profits in 
the form of:  

 improved health and well being,  

 stronger more cohesive communities,  

 tackling prejudice by bringing people together,  

 skill development and employability 

 boosting economic productivity and growth,  

 increased tourist revenues  



 creating resilience and active citizenship,  

 building diplomatic bridges,  

 enabling our creative industries to compete on an international scale, as one of 
our more successful exports 

 
Responses to specific questions 
1. How can public spending best be focussed over the longer term in trying to prevent, 

rather than deal with, negative social outcomes?  
 

A large portion of our energy and resources are utilised by trying to restore people to 
being active members of their community. Many of these approaches could be used 
to prevent people being excluded in the first place – especially if available not just 
earlier in people‟s lives, but throughout a person‟s lifetime.   
 
We also need to seriously think and act in long-term ways. Not just quick soundbites 
or short-term solutions.  
 
To this end, it is important to realise that innovation often comes from organisations 
which have a stable core to base projects on, as well as being able to review 
practice regularly and implement improvements steadily. Frequently we are currently 
„re-inventing the wheel‟ as a substitute for genuine innovation because the previous 
initiative‟s funding came to an end, as opposed to building on and developing from 
previous work. 
 

2. What evidence can you provide from the UK and abroad to show that promoting 
preventative spending has been effective?  
 

See attached appendix of accounts of how cultural activity has changed peoples‟ lives. 
 
3. The Finance Committee has recommended that the Scottish Government continue 

to direct its spend towards preventative programmes. Which programmes should be 
prioritised?  
 
We would like to recommend that cultural budgets are kept at least at their current 
level and ideally increased as there is so much more that could be done.  
 
We would like to see priorities in spending that:  
 

 Ensure that there are venues and facitilies available for people to come together 
at a reasonable price. 

 Remove legislative barriers to people taking part as participants and/or 
organisers. 

 That sees the importance of retaining forms of grant funding and not just 
commissioning models or public service delivery contracts. 

 Support the cultural infrastructure which in turn supports frontline organisations. 



 Support for cultual frontline organisations and practitioners who are delivering 
transformative work, including a good length of funding tenure to allow better 
development rather than short term sticking plaster treatments. 

We would also like recognition for the benefits cultural activity can bring to the 
different areas of work of Government departments - and for them to open up their 
budgets accordingly. 
 

4. To what extent is preventative spending effective in addressing the financial impact 
of demographic change?  
 

Quite a number of arts and crafts volunteers are in an older age bracket, so we 
see the growing older population as an opportunity and resource rather than a 
problem. With regards to the issues surrounding the demographic change of the 
population - if people can stay healthier longer, then they will be less of a burden 
on the health service. Often the key is purposeful activity. Taking part in art and 
crafts activities is a good example of this and it is important that people get a 
chance when they retire to try things that may not have been available to them 
when they were at school, or that they didn‟t have the time or resources to do 
before.  
 
Some older people are also in a position to pass on knowledge, and if children 
see older relatives / adults doing something they are more likely to show interest 
in it themselves, beyond school experiences. This, in turn, makes better use of 
the resources expended at formal education levels. 
 
 

5. What are the main barriers to trying to focus spending on preventing, rather than 
dealing with, negative social outcomes?  Is a focus on preventative spending less 
likely in the current financial climate?  

The main issue is the difficulty in being able to measure what hasn‟t happened 
yet - compared to what has already changed, which is usually more obvious. But 
there are ways of quantifying such things, for example in the Hythehill Spinners 
case study, they were able to identify an immediate saving of £12,000 in repair 
bills as the young people had something else to do besides cause damage to the 
local school.  
Also the temptation is to think negatively in this time of recession and public 
sector cutbacks, but as has been indicated by a number of people, we have to 
maintain a strategic sense in our approaches. We need to continue and even 
enhance preventative spending strategies to ensure that we don‟t create more 
problems for future generations by cutting development resources as a reaction 
to the current recession. 
 

6. How do we ensure that we monitor the impact of preventative spending over the 
longer term and shape budgets accordingly?  
 



One way to monitor the impact is to measure the resulting drop in need to spend 
on negative social outcomes.  
 
We can also get better at collecting in-kind type figures to see if they increase, as 
this often measures social capital (e.g. we estimate at least 7,620,000 hours are 
put in by volunteers in local arts and crafts groups alone. This is c.£44 million 
worth if these volunteer hours were paid for - even at a very modest rate of pay!). 
We could also look for evidence of happier people, a greater sense of wellbeing 
and feeling part of a community. We should also see even more creative thinking 
going into finding solutions and developing new economic routes for the country.  

 
7. Is the effectiveness of a preventative spending programme influenced by whether 

the relevant services are provided by the public, private or voluntary sector?  
 

Effectiveness of services can be achieved best when the service users are 
engaged to design and feedback on them. As this is the way the voluntary sector 
generally operates – involving users is usually built into ways organisations 
operate and so is just one advantage of the voluntary sector operations being 
utilized in this manner.  The voluntary sector is also very good at levering in other 
resources and funding on the back of just one offer, so getting even better value 
for each pound spent from the public purse.  
 

How the voluntary arts and crafts sector contributes to positive outcomes already 
 
Bonnar Keenlyside consultants conducted research for the Cultural Commission in 2005 
around the voluntary sector input into culture in Scotland. In terms of activity, it found 
the voluntary sector was: 
 
• providing activity that would not otherwise exist including the traditional skills of 
Scottish culture and preservation of national and local heritage  
 
• providing venues that would not otherwise exist including valuable community 
venues that support the sustainability of communities  
 
• providing opportunities for children and young people that exist outwith the 
formal education system and therefore offer young people a broader range of 
experiences than those offered in the curriculum and potentially attract young people 
alienated from education and other formal structures  
 
• supporting other artists, organisations and cultural institutions as well as general 
charitable fundraising. 
 
These findings demonstrate why continued support for voluntary arts and crafts activity 
is key for many communities in Scotland.  
 
The 660 groups that responded indicated they:  



 

 Have around 250,000 members between them 

 Provide over 100 cultural opportunities per day in Scotland. 

 Attract 3 million attendances per year at cultural events and facilities 
 
The research work also gathered evidence as to why people volunteer in the arts and 
crafts as well as description of groups – as follows:  
 
Main purpose of group – top 10 
1. social/enjoyment  
2. participation  
3. entertainment  
4. artistic development  
5. education  
6. training/skills development  
7. preservation/conservation  
8. information  
9. promotion  
10. friends group  
 
Reasons for involvement in the group:  
1. for enjoyment/to feel good / to pursue an interest  
2. to meet people/make friends  
3. to broaden their knowledge of culture  
4. to learn new skills  
5. help others/support community  
6. to broaden life experience  
7. to stay active & keep well 
 
Benefit the group provides to the community:  
1. provides activity which wouldn't otherwise exist  
2. brings people together  
3. allows opportunities for cultural expression  
4. Develops people‟s skills  
5. Develops experience & aspiration in community  
6. Provides a venue  
7. Economic regeneration  
8. Supports vulnerable people  
 
In summary… 
We should invest in the arts and culture...... 
 
......because they have a huge power to unify communities across ethnic, social, 
linguistic, gender and generational boundaries. We believe they are key to the 
regeneration of communities and the creation of an economically and socially confident 
nation. 



 
... because they have the power to assist with individual health and wellbeing, skills and 
education development, social cohesion, and physical, social and economic 
regeneration.  
 
.....because they provide the power and potential for people to develop and articulate 
themselves.  Participation in the arts actively empowers people to freely express 
themselves. This is made possible through the opportunity to connect with the creative 
side of their character, which can in many cases be left under-developed within the 
formal education 
sector. 
 
...because they are a fundamental tool in the holistic development of the individual. 
They enable people to express their emotions, feelings, ideas and thoughts. In turn, 
they feel empowered to make critical statements, question and celebrate the society 
and world they live in. 
 
The Art of Transformation: Stories & case studies 
 
These fascinating and inspirational stories show how taking part in arts and crafts 
activity can change lives and why we should support such work - not just to restore 
people‟s ability to be part of the community but to prevent exclusion happening in the 
first place. They were collected by Voluntary Arts Scotland after a call for people‟s 
experiences to include in the consultation response to the Scottish Parliament‟s Finance 
Committee – and we would urge you to read them. 
 
Kate E. Deeming - Performance Artist 
 
„Dance/Film/Theatre/Activism/Brownies‟ 
 
“I would like to share my experiences of working with young people in at risk areas.  I 
have been working in 'ghettos' and 'schemes' since 1995.  My first job out of University 
was working in North Philadelphia, an area lovingly nicknamed 'the badlands' where 
gang warfare and drug problems were rife.  As one colleague stated 'it was the wild 
west up there'.  I worked there for three years delivering a multi-platform arts 
programme - mostly around the performing arts.  There were so many shootings there, 
the kids would joke about it.  I would be working in concrete bunkers smelling of urine 
they called community centres.  A white girl from a middle class background responsible 
for delivering 'theatre'.  Ha!  
 
One thing you have to understand about working with kids in these areas is they have 
NO emotional life skills.  Everything with them is reaction, which is a barrier, which is a 
protection, which is learned from a very young age.  And it's always violent - 
psychologically, physically, verbally.  So I was part arts educator, part social worker, 
part parent.  It is HARD going for the Arts Worker, and that's very rarely considered (as 
a side note).  



 
So I was working in North Philadelphia in this one centre, at 4th and Allegheny, for six 
months.  There was this community volunteer Joyce, she was amazing, she would 
literally go around in her beat up Chevy and pick kids up off the street and take them to 
the centre.  She saved a lot of kids lives - literally.  Every successful community project 
needs a Joyce, a local individual who knows the community and is invested in its 
survival. She was my bridge - without her nothing would have happened.  
 
So I had these teenagers, and there was one boy, 'Juan', who had been in Juvenile 
detention already for carrying a weapon (he was 13/14 years old).  A skinny kid, into 
boxing.  He would come to my workshops every time - and you can imagine they were 
chaotic. But there was a quiet determination about him.  We made a 'performance' at 
the end of the six months, it was more a play reading, sharing, work in progress - it was 
a bit crazy (they're always like that).  And the Department of Recreation lady was so 
impressed.  Me I thought it was a disaster - but in hindsight I know that them even 
BEING there was a big deal.  This was before email and internet was so widespread - 
so I went on my way and didn't hear from any of the kids.  But they're always in my mind 
and heart.  Well just two months ago I get a message from Juan via Facebook.  I was 
so happy to hear from him, I was so happy he was ALIVE - let alone functioning in the 
world.  He is working for the Philadelphia Gas Board and he tells me that since my 
workshops he's been thinking about acting and wants to get back into it.  
 
Now the thing is I have worked with hundreds, actually probably thousands in the past 
fifteen years, and for the most part I don't find out the outcome.  It's hard to measure.  
And sometimes you just throw yourself in there with the best you can do and hope.  
 
In Glasgow I worked for a brief stint for Play Services in Cranhill.  Again these kids have 
very little social skills, their emotional life is wrecked and so they are violent.  How 
exhausting, and how NOT fun.  Again it takes time to build up trust, but to do that the 
individual delivering the work needs to have the biggest heart.  It needs to come from 
love - nothing is going to be mended or move forward positively if the children don't 
learn how to relate to one another in a healthy way.  This takes time.  I sometimes 
would get the kids attention for five minutes, and I'd have them doing opera, or tango, or 
yoga and then they'd be off, over time they'd ask me to do it.  But in the beginning they 
are reticent because they don't trust.  Everyone working for that organisation needs to 
be completely in line with the missions and aims of healing and nurturing those kids, not 
from a policing standpoint, and not from a 'preventive measure' standpoint either.  It's a 
matter of semantics.  When I work with children I always work from the 'haves' as 
opposed to the 'have nots'.  Theatre is all about relationships, it's about listening and 
imagination.  It is a powerful tool for empowering young people. 
 
I worked on a film project in Govan for 18 months.  It was such a luxury - the nature of 
the funding had very little bureaucracy and so we could just get on cultivating the project 
and the individual voices of the kids.  Nowadays it's very trendy to do three-day film 
projects and get the kids to do everything.  This is cost effective but ultimately 
superficial.  It's like asking a child to write a Shakespeare play and direct it and design it 



and act in it.  Well over 18 months I used film to engage with their ideas about the 
world.  What started as film scripts with Lord of the Rings-style special effects (way 
beyond our reach) - ended as three silent films around themes of  Emily Dickinson's 'I'm 
Nobody Who Are You'.  One student Waqar related a negative experience she had as a 
child which we then re-wrote in a comedic way and she reclaimed her story. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQN91KldllM 
 
That was in 2006.  Interestingly The Herald just did a story on me and one of my former 
students: http://www.heraldscotland.com/life-style/real-lives/relationship-of-the-week-
kate-e-deeming-36-and-tharan-sivapatham-18-1.1028308 
 
There are so many stories really.  The thing is we are much happier to spend money 
on buildings and equipment and tangible resources.  It is the teacher/artist that 
makes the difference, but for that to happen they need the opportunity to cultivate 
relationships with young people over time, to develop trust so that true creativity can 
develop.  Crime is creative. These kids have loads of fire in them, it's either going 
to come out in a negative way or be nurtured positively.” 
 
Kay Macfarlane - DUNDEE WESTFEST                               
 
“We have just finished a week of celebrating the West End of Dundee‟s cultural skills.  
We had youth bands, a play written directed and performed by an 18-year-old and her 
friends, primary school choirs and drumming bands, poster making and volunteering.  
We plan to get young people and the community involved in interest groups in such 
areas as oral history, mosaics in the park, fancy dress making for the festival parade, 
street theatre, and any other interest the community raise awareness in.   
 
Westfest came from a public community meeting and had over 70 events over the 
week.  We have a shop and sell arts and crafts made by local groups and people.  This 
is a community venture where the energy and creativity comes from people in the 
community.  We do not target individual groups but involve different factions of the 
community.  This reduces stereotyping and generates a cohesive group who are there 
because of a specific interest rather than a specific disability.   
 
The purpose is to create a cohesive community who use the festival to showcase 
their interest and work.  The website is below and you will see the variety of events we 
held and level of involvement in the community.  Most events were undertaken without 
payment but in an effort to showcase their talents, the shop will sell and promote local 
arts and crafts for 20% commission.  We bought a marquee for the use of the 
community.   
 
We plan to involve professionals in specific interest groups as a way for people to gain 
skills and confidence through hands on learning and peer group support.  By mixing old 
and young, able bodied and people with difficulties we generate an understanding of 
each other‟s and our own need for each other.  The only restrictions we place on people 
is that they can do anything as long as it is not rude or violent, the restriction of negative 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQN91KldllM
http://www.heraldscotland.com/life-style/real-lives/relationship-of-the-week-kate-e-deeming-36-and-tharan-sivapatham-18-1.1028308
http://www.heraldscotland.com/life-style/real-lives/relationship-of-the-week-kate-e-deeming-36-and-tharan-sivapatham-18-1.1028308


thoughts and actions and the banning of the word or thought of rain if we hold an 
outdoor event.   
 
We are surprised at the level of interest in the event and the shop and can only expand.  
The arts have provided people with a goal in life and by getting involved they have 
learned to laugh at adversity, such as erecting marquees and it all toppling down.  It 
has helped people gain confidence and feel part of a community. “  
 
Pum Dunbar  
 
 An artist who has been participating in Project Ability‟s Connect programme for over 10 
years saw her letter being published in the last Mailout magazine (June/July/August 
2010, page 21), in the “Art changing lives” feature – it follows: 
 “Dear Project Ability, 
When I was referred to your organisation in the late 1990s I did not believe I had the 
ability to be an artist. My Psychiatrist at the time was aware of the fact that although I 
was very depressed and in the grip of anorexia (an illness which I struggled with until 
recently) I was painting and using this image making as an outlet for expressing often 
unconsciously the emotional problems I was experiencing. She asked if I would like to 
attend an open studio, the Trongate Studios, a project for artists with long term mental 
health problems. Unfortunately my many problems persisted for years.  
 
Your organisation provided me with a physical space and art materials which allowed 
me to engage in my creative process in a structured and safe environment. But most 
importantly your organisation housed some incredible staff whose enduring support and 
encouragement allowed me to find my true calling as a creative artist. It has been a 
huge work in progress and for me my success has been in beating anorexia, learning 
how to live with my autism, and to stay balanced and mentally well so I can produce 
exciting and rich visual thinking with which to communicate to people and to sustain 
communication with aspects of myself.  
 
Ultimately I am now beginning to fulfil my ambition of being an autonomous artist who 
can feed back into her community and inspire belief in the power of art to transform 
the individual and enrich society” 
 
Kay Clark - Heritage and Cultural Co-ordinator in Inverclyde 
  
“I have worked in the voluntary sector both with young people and adults. I have used a 
wide range of arts to use as an engagement tool and the young people have won 
National Awards and raised awareness within their community on a wide range of 
issues. I have used media to build the confidence and self-esteem of young people 
within the deaf community and other hard to reach young people. I have also worked 
with adults to produce a book and leaflets on the Community history of their town. 
Bringing together generations to produce a film with the BBC which was shown on 
television. I believe if people are allowed to engage with their creative energy it 
releases a powerful and empowering source of positive energy.” 



  
Janet Dick – Dance Base Outreach Co-ordinator 
 
“Shortly after Margaret Thatcher became Prime Minister I began working with young 
unemployed people, firstly by helping school leavers find work or training opportunities. 
Soon after, I moved onto teaching in a college of Further Education where, in the early 
1980s, life and social skills was one of the solutions of the times, targeting the swelling 
numbers of young unemployed. My job was to teach displaced and disaffected 
teenagers how to fit into a society that had no role for them. 
 
Since that time I have used the arts as a tool for motivating and stimulating learning. 
In my near 30 years of experience of working with young people I have seen a lot of life 
changing moments but I see little change in the way that the arts are viewed by funders 
and governments alike. Plenty of evidence exists to show that the arts make a 
valuable contribution to the lives of young people, so why are we still asking the 
same questions in 2010? 
 
I have worked with dance and dancers for most of my working life, it has certainly 
changed my life and by consequence it has made me passionate about the benefits that 
dance can bring to the lives of others. My own work has been mostly in the area of 
challenging behaviour and includes young people with learning disability, SEBD and 
young offenders. 
 
If you chose to work with teenagers then you will work with resistance. In the natural 
order of things this is normal, but add onto that school non-attendance, low academic 
achievement, chaotic family life, abuse, and low self esteem, then you‟ll get some sense 
of what contributes towards “challenging behaviour.”  
 
Schools are not always a good place for some of our young people. Heaven knows 
how the “well adjusted” children cope with the class sizes and a prescriptive curriculum, 
teachers struggle at the best of times too!  
 
My most recent work as the Dance Base Outreach Co-ordinator has had great success 
in supporting alternative timetables for school non-attenders and MCMC young people. 
Referrals for our programme come from varied sources: Education Welfare Officers, 
Guidance staff, Pupil Support and Key Workers with Skills Development Scotland. Up to 
8 young people at a time choose to take part in a 2 day a week programme of dance 
activities which includes literacy support, healthy eating, dance classes and going to 
shows. The programme has developed in response to the needs of the young people 
and is with their agreement.  
 
The literacy support sessions have been the hardest feature of the programme since 
very few of the young people recognise that they have difficulties. However  a 
partnership approach with Reading Your Rights and a rap artist encouraged the young 
people to start with the spoken word. From this a rap piece was composed and a dance 
film was made with the recording.  



 
Healthy eating also came out of need - none of the young dancers ate breakfast and by 
lunchtime they were feasting on crisps, coke and biscuits. By mid afternoon they were 
falling over their feet from exhaustion…….the decision to ban “crap food” was easily 
agreed since the evidence against it was clear to everybody. Lunch times have become 
a principle feature of the day. Food is prepared for the group and includes fresh fruit, 
raw vegetables, healthy filled rolls, fruit juice and biscuits for afters! The young people 
enjoy sitting down together with their teachers and get a rare chance to reflect on their 
day. Clearing up is supposed to be about everybody giving a hand but often becomes 
like every home and shared living arrangement, which is healthy and normal!  
 
Most of the young dancers have suitable clothing for their classes but we also have a 
stock of gear for changing into if needed. We also have deodorant which has led to 
another interesting development. Personal hygiene is a difficult issue to discuss with 
anybody, let alone sensitive, self-conscious teenagers. As the programme of dance 
activities increased, the young dancers‟ levels of sweat and body odour escalated. 
Towels and shower gels were brought in and the suggestion of showering at the end of 
class was introduced. There was very little resistance to this since the benefits again 
were clear to everybody and by now the young people understood that professional 
dancers showered after their classes.  
Like all of the funding I have received in my 30 years of work, this project is short term 
funded- 18 months, with a quarterly reporting system which asked for everything except 
the inside leg measurements of our participants. In spite of all this data there has been 
little opportunity for documenting the outstanding achievements of this work.  After all 
it‟s only 8 young people and where on the spread sheet do you tell about the 
triumph of getting young people to eat bananas for the first time in their lives or 
appreciate the delicacy of turning toxic, sweaty boys into smart, clean, young 
men? 
 
Our next challenge with these young people is to support them onto their next life 
choices. For some it may be further education with dance, for others it may be about 
keeping them out of jail. We don‟t work miracles in this business but we do a very fine 
job, often on a shoe string budget. Most of the people I work with are good at making a 
little go a long way. We would like to see a change in the need for this and be 
encouraged to take our work to a level where we do not have to spend large amounts of 
time, energy and money on proving that “the arts can make a difference”. 
 
Wally – Bonchester Brass 
 
“A year ago, at the age of 67, I had not even considered being in a band. I had 
previously been asked if I wanted to learn, but declined at the time, then five months 
ago I changed my mind and asked if I could - and here I am! Joining a band has opened 
a whole new world for me. Discovering my capability to play a brass instrument has 
been a revelation!  
  



My biggest challenge was my first public performance, in our local church at an Easter 
Service. I was nervous of performing in front of friends of the church but it was a great 
success.  Being one of the founder members of our newly formed Bonchester Band, to 
see my fellow players being surrounded by my friends being praised on their 
performance, and congratulating me on my ability, my pride overwhelmed me.  
  
I am very fortunate in that I have experienced players within the band who are my tutors 
and have brought me on to this stage of my banding life. To them I say thank you for 
passing on your experience and knowledge to me. Now to those who say “I cannot” I 
say “YOU CAN, I did and I can”  
  
Over the last few months I have been going up the ladder, although still a novice, 
building my ability to play week to week.   One great thing about being a member of the 
world of music is that you make new friends who were once just passing acquaintances, 
and live a whole new different life from the usual daily routine.   
  
There is always some involvement in performing with the band at different venues, and 
also the public are always appreciative of us entertaining them at concerts etc.   
  
Just five months on I am now preparing to go to Brass In The Park, a brass banding 
contest that is being held at the Scottish Mining Museum in Newtongrange, and I am 
looking forward to competing alongside more experienced musicians.  The experience 
will be a revelation and something that I never would have thought could happen to 
me a year ago, as in the past I have just been an onlooker, travelling with the band to 
and from the venues as a supporter.” 
 
Young participant in ICE (Interactive Community Entertainment) - South 
Lanarkshire 
 
“I only joined ICE about 8 weeks ago, just in time to participate in the 10 year 
anniversary show, but already it has been one of the best experiences I've had for a 
long time and its certainly an experience I won‟t forget anytime soon – and, 
circumstances permitting, I'll be back for the next production.  
 
Before joining ICE I was in a bad way I was depressed, bored and fed-up and I found 
myself looking for a way out. It was around this time during my search that I became 
aware of the existence of this group, after talking to the local careers service about the 
possibility of going back to school to study drama.  
 
So I made contact and arranged to go down to one of their rehearsals to check things 
out and see what this group was all about. Despite some nervousness and trepidation I 
had a blast, and I've never looked back since. I couldn't have asked to meet a better 
group of like-minded individuals. Everyone was friendly and supportive and although we 
are few in number we are a tightly knit and diverse bunch. If you‟re interested in the 
performing arts then I would highly recommend giving ICE a go. ICE is also somewhat 
unique in that unlike similar groups it‟s run by its members for its members.  



 
For me this group has been a real blessing, giving me somewhere to go and 
something to do, providing me with an outlet and the opportunity to learn and to 
experience what it‟s like to be an actor and most importantly it has allowed me the 
opportunity to meet new people.” 
 
We also have included other case studies in separate documents with this 
submission from: 

 Live Music Now – work with young offenders and „difficult‟ school children 

 Moray Council – Hythehill Spinners - work with young people  
 
We also have more examples and stories if you would like to read them – just get 
in touch! 
 
Fiona Campbell  
Executive Officer 
Voluntary Arts Scotland 
 
Engaging with disaffected young people through Arts Development 
 
Over the past 5 years Moray Council's Arts Development team has increasingly used 
the arts as a way of engaging with young people who are vulnerable, disaffected or at 
risk of offending.   We recognise that 'the arts' on their own cannot (and should not be 
expected) to solve all problems but that by working in partnership with other agencies 
progress can be made.  Evidence of this is detailed below - this work started in 2003, 
has been sustained and has proved to be an effective way of engaging with young 
people and having positive 'results'. 
 
Hythehill to 'Spinners' 
 
Hythehill is an area of Lossiemouth, which for some time had been subjected to much 
vandalism, in particular the Primary School. The Headteacher was at her wits end as 
she regularly came into school (particularly after the weekend) to find windows broken 
and playground equipment damaged. The Local Community Network (LCN) is an 
interagency organisation, bringing together local housing associations, headteachers, 
health visitors, social work, community development, arts and sports development and 
police. The LCN Officer invited Moray Council‟s Arts Development team to consider 
introducing a new approach to tackling anti- social behaviour, which previously had not 
been tried before in Moray. 
 
This led to an experimental evening on a Sunday night in November 2003 in the 
grounds of the primary school. A  DJ set up in the playground along with a video artist 
who projected video art on to a large outside wall of the school. The purpose of this 
event was to gauge responses from the young people in their own territory. It was not 
advertised, relying on the young people to spread the word on the street; over 50 
attended the „Hythehill Happening‟. This mainly involved young people deemed 



'socially- excluded', age 12-16 yrs. Originating in one part of the town of Lossiemouth, it 
then engaged other young people from other areas throughout the town, allowing these 
young people to interact with their peers and perceived rival groups. Interestingly 
vandalism at the school literally stopped over night - not an outcome we had been 
expecting so quickly (saving repair bills of £12,000). 
 
The art forms of video, dance and music programming proved most popular as a result 
of the initial event, and all young people wanted to recreate a similar event. We 
designed a relaxed and informal arts programme, allowing the young people to feel 
confident enough to develop new skills in an environment they wished to be a part of.  
Throughout the whole arts programme, adult involvement was kept to an absolute 
minimum, allowing the young people to realise it was their project. It was essential the 
arts professionals, employed to lead development in their specialist fields, did so 
informally and with flexibility, reflecting the needs of the young people involved. 
 
After 5 weeks of workshops, including a residential weekend, the young people (who 
had not been involved in arts projects before) created an event for themselves and their 
peers. About 25- 30 young people of Lossiemouth had been involved in all aspects of 
video production and editing, music making and programming, street and contemporary 
dance and DJ-ing. The results, including a 10 minute video-dance piece, were 
presented at a showcase evening the young people had organised themselves.  
 
Significant outcomes of the project included:  

· Attendance and engagement of young people who would not normally have 
participated in „diversionary‟ activities 

· Considerable reduction in vandalism in the area 
· Reduction in truancy 
· A greater awareness and better understanding as to who young people are as 

individuals, and how to communicate with their peers 
· New-found self-respect for all involved 
· New friendships created between previously rival groups 
· Improved relationships with parents and/or guardians 
· Less concern expressed by adult residents about young people‟s behaviour in 

area 
· Continued support from local agencies and services 
· A request from the BBC to perform at The Famous Spiegeltent during the 

summer‟s Edinburgh Festival Fringe 
· Strong desire for the young people involved to continue to develop further their 

new creative skills in choreography, film-making and electronic music 
composition 

 
Aware of the positive effect this risk- taking project was going to have, funding was 
released from several sources including Quality of Life, Local Community Network, and 
Community Development Youthwork. 
 



In order to continue the success of using arts in the community in this manner, we 
employed a freelance 'detached youth arts worker' for a few hours a week. The worker, 
a musician with exceptional 'youth' skills, liased with the young people involved, 
supporting them in where they want to go next. We have learned that engaging with 
socially excluded young people has to be on their terms, and that any „activity‟ must 
appeal to them. Therefore, it is imperative that social interaction is continued on an 
informal basis, but by a professional artist who can guide the young people creatively.  
 
It was important that following the above initiatives the momentum should be sustained.  
We applied to Scottish Arts Council Lottery for funds to develop this work into a project 
that involved young people in a multi-media work performance. 
 
The result was „Spinners‟-HipHopera(A)96'.  'Spinners' used dance, drama, music and 
video to create a stunning and highly original piece of theatre, performed in a space 
created in Roseisle Forest, adjacent to Burghead - a town experiencing high levels of 
youth problems, including drinking on the streets.  
 
'Spinners' looked at the issue of young people and cars - young people going for a 
'spin', often with tragic and fatal consequences.  As a result the performance featured a 
set of crashed cars and video footage of young people driving around the local roads 
and streets. 'Spinning' is a part of the local culture and many of the young people and 
their parents have first hand knowledge of car accidents and the resulting loss of friends 
(unfortunately a very current issue). 
 
The result was a unique and moving piece of theatre by young people who had never 
before performed to a live audience.  The project not only greatly affected the young 
people involved in the project, but also their audiences and the community: 
 

· There was marked reduction of anti-social behaviour from young people 
· New friendships have evolved between previously rival groups. Many young 

people found themselves working with their rival peers, in turn generating 
strong friendships. This has stabilised previously potential threats of gang 
culture amongst their neighbouring villages and bonded communities together 

· A new understanding and respect for young people from older members of 
the community, as they saw the amount of time, effort and commitment that 
had gone into such a production from the young people, over such a period of 
time, raising and taking seriously the issues highlighted by 'Spinners'. Elderly 
residents came out to support the young people‟s workshops and 
performances, and talked only of their admiration for the young people being 
given the opportunity to learn skills that they want to learn, and actively see 
them devote such time and energy in achieving success 

· A stronger and more positive relationship between the young people and our 
major partner agencies: Grampian Police, Grampian Fire and Rescue 
Services and the Forestry Commission.  

· The real tragedy of young lives lost through „Spinning‟ was highlighted in such 
a strong manner through this production that both young people and much of 



their audience were noticeably moved by the performanc. Many audience 
members felt the need to express their own personal experiences on leaving 
the show, whilst many left quietly reflective yet obviously shaken.  Although 
these responses are anecdotal, the natural instinct of those who experienced 
the show was often physically emotional and something that could not have 
been captured in any formal process. 

· As a Local Authority, providing a positive, receptive, urban cultural experience 
for their young people across a disparate rural community we received much 
support in local press, and an even greater awareness that Moray Council 
Arts Development team are responding to the genuine needs of young people 
and allowing them to learn and work creatively together in an environment 
they long to be a part of. 

 
„Spinners‟-HipHopera(A)96 was a natural development from the Hythehill Happening. 
We consistently and continually work towards the long term development of arts 
experiences for and by young people in their local area.  
Arts Development continues to work in this way – currently we running a film project in 
the previously graffiti-ed stairwell of a shopping centre car park 
Nick Fearne,  
Arts Development Officer, Moray Council,  
 
 


